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Ritual Reconstructed End of Project Event 

24th November 2015 

Ritual Reconstructed is a collaborative project working with film, performance, installation and 
storytelling to explore the ways in which Jewish people, who identify as LGBTQI, engage in religious 
and community life. The project is a collaborative community and academic partnership led by 
Professor Margaret Greenfields of Buckinghamshire New University.  

Ritual Reconstructed is funded by the Research Councils UK (specifically the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council under the Connected Communities stream). It is a collaborative partnership 
between Buckinghamshire New University, Liberal Judaism, the University of Portsmouth, and the 
Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations at Coventry University. 

We have been generously supported in this event by The Jewish Cultural Centre for London (JW3) 
who are community partners in this project, and who are providing us with the venue for this end of 
project event.  

Outputs and Publications/Briefings arising from this Project.  In addition to the films and 
performances today, we are publishing a series of short papers and briefings as part of the Project, 
These include a theological literature review on LGBTQI people within Jewish literature and text; 
notes for Jewish communities and Rabbis on fully including and welcoming LGBTQI community 
members as congregants and incorporating events such as Pride Seders and Transgender Day of 
Remembrance into the ritual year; Briefings on Faith, Wellbeing and LGBTQI identities and supporting 
materials to use with the film ‘chapters’.   

Further materials will be added to the RR archive (available at www.ritualreconstructed.com) in the 
weeks to come including a report on this event, a short film of tonight's programme; blog pieces and 
clips of performances and bricolage discussions.  

You can also follow Ritual Reconstructed (RR) activities via our twitter feed @RitualRe. Please feel 
free to tweet about tonight’s events at #ritualreshowcase 

In the interests of saving paper only a limited number of hard-copies will be printed of reports 
and briefing materials. These will be made available via Liberal Judaism and Bucks New 
University. If you wish to be notified of the availability of 'hard copies' or when we upload 
publications onto the website please complete the RR evaluation form, providing an email 
address or contact phone number so that we can stay in touch with you.  

  

http://www.ritualreconstructed.com/
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Acknowledgements: We are extremely grateful for the generous support and involvement in Ritual 
Reconstructed by a wide range of participants (not all of whom are able to be present tonight). 

We particularly wish to acknowledge the role of the AHRC in funding this project and sponsorship 
provided by JW3 as well as that of highly skilled professional artists Sef Townsend 
(http://www.seftownsend.co.uk/) and Mary Humphrey; our expert consultant theologian Rabbi Ellie 
Tikvah Sarah and our unstintingly supportive Rabbinic advisory panel. Thanks are also due for the 
enthusiastic support of film students from the University of Portsmouth who worked with Searle 
Kochberg on production of the RR documentaries and Jackie McPeak for her administrative input to 
this project. 

Photography and Film 

We will have a professional photographer (Mary Humphrey www.maryhumphrey.co.uk/index) an 
artistic partner on this project, present at the event to sensitively document the proceedings.  

Mary has worked closely with a range of ‘people at the margins’ and intersections of community life 
including trans-people; refugee women; ‘veiled’ Muslim women and Gypsy, Traveller and Roma 
communities over a number of years. She specialises in images of community life, developed in 
partnership with the subjects of her photography.   

Mary’s work on the Ritual Reconstructed project is displayed within the event venue and will form part 
of the discussions within the ‘Ritual Bricolage’ elements of the programme.  Some of her images are 
also available as postcards detailing elements of the RR project. These are freely available for 
attendees to take away. 

The University of Portsmouth will be recording/filming performances and discussions which take place 
during this programme. Please indicate if you do not wish to be on film and we will ensure that you 
are seated outside of the area captured on camera. Similarly if you do not wish your words to be 
sound recorded please indicate this before speaking so that we can ensure that your contribution is 
edited out of the short film to be uploaded to the website which will document the event proceedings.  

A consent form for filming and photography participation will be available for attendees to sign. Mary 
will only share photographs of, or take pictures of attendees with permission. Any photographic 
images will be available to be viewed and agreed by the subjects before being published in any 
outputs or IDRICS publicity. 
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Welcome from the Ritual Reconstructed Team  

It is with great pleasure that we welcome you here today to take part in this important ground-breaking 
event which challenges stereotypes, pushes boundaries and which we hope provides you with 
pleasure, intellectual stimulation and food for thought on the role of LGBTQI Jewish life and ritual 
engagement. 

The intended outcome of this programme of activities and final event is not merely to produce another 
academic report which can gather dust on a shelf but to work together collaboratively, as partners, to 
share knowledge and experience; to celebrate LGBTQI ritual practice and faith; and to engage with 
each other in bringing about positive action, enhanced wellbeing and creative and meaningful 
inclusion of LGBTQI Jews within our communities; enabling often silenced voices to be heard. In 
doing so we will enrich the lives of all Jews and indeed wider faith communities as we open space for 
inter-faith sharing and possibilities of new forms of ritual practice which acknowledge and celebrate 
the lives and meaningful activities which impact our  LGBTQI friends, relatives and community 
members. As such we hope that today’s activities directly impact on community practice, policy 
formation relating to LGBTQI members within Jewish denominations and in turn influence other faith 
groups, as well as opening up new ways of working collaboratively to incorporate the narratives, 
experiences and key life moments of LGBTQI people of faith into our daily religious and communal 
life. Our team (community partners, academics and participants) have work closely in the past 14 
months to organically build a collaborative project which foregrounds those aspects of religious life 
which are important to our members. This has been an important journey for all of us, as we’ve 
developed the films, publications and performances collectively and following meaningful discussions 
which have enabled us to reflect on processes and practice throughout the project’s lifetime.    

I and my colleagues from our collaborative partnership look forward greatly to working with you now 
and in the future in this important and developing field of social justice. We anticipate that today is 
simply one stage in a process of enhancing greater social and religious inclusion for LGBTQI people 
of all faiths and hope that we can collectively continue to share our knowledge to bring about positive 
change in the months and years ahead. Please keep in touch, join, view and post to our 
website www.ritualreconstructed.com, keep us updated on your activities, and be part of this 
collaborative movement for positive change and social justice 

 

Professor Margaret Greenfields  
Professor of Community Engagement and Social Policy 
Buckinghamshire New University  
 
on behalf of all the Ritual Reconstructed team 
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Programme 

14.45 Networking and Coffee  
 Live Performances and Interactive Bricolage Sessions (3-5pm): 
 Exhibition of RR photographic images and bricolage items contributed by 

participants:  
  
Photographic exhibition by Mary Humphrey (official Ritual Reconstructed 
photographer) 

15:00 Welcome and Outline of event Professor Margaret Greenfields 
15:05 Sef Townsend – warm up ‘storytelling & bricolage’ introduction 

 
15:10 Nico Pollen – ‘Tradition’ (10min) storytelling 

 
15:20 A Jew Someplace Else, Poetry by Eve Rubin , poems (10 min) 
15:30 ‘ Run ‘ A monologue,  acted by Tim Riss-Williams and introduced by playwright 

award-winning Stephen Laughton (30min) 
16:00 'Dusk’ by Monica Rabinowitz , a multi-disciplinary performance (8 minutes) 

 
16:10 Tess Joseph -  ‘Yentl’ , a performative monologue/poetry    (20 min) 

 
16:30 Short Q&A /feedback/questions to performers  

(Margaret Greenfields as moderator) 
 

16:35 Sef Townsend (Professional Storyteller and performer) leading Interactive 
Bricolage & Participation activity utilising objects & luggage tags 

17:00 End: 
 Break (Participants encouraged to add to the bricolage collection and provide 

feedback on reactions to  ‘bricolage’ items 
 

Collaborating Artist’s biographies 

Mary Humphrey is a photographer who embraces challenges. 
Through the medium of creative, social photography I am committed to 
education and my passion for issues that I have chosen to study and 
explore. My intrinsic interest in people has made photography a stimulating, 
rewarding and natural activity. I am a collaborative photographer who 
relishes working with people where relationships are established and 
maintained. My camera has enabled me to meet diverse sections of the 
community. An integral element of being an effective photographer is 

learning and obtaining an understanding of issues, which surround my subjects. 
Visit www.maryhumphrey.co.uk 

 
Sef Townsend draws on his own personal experience of living and working on 
all five continents; and on reminiscence and language support work in 
immigrant and refugee communities to inform his workshops in participatory 
storytelling and music. Sef always encourages workshop participants to 
celebrate their differences as much as to enjoy the common experiences of 
sharing, creating and using the universal language of story and music. Amongst 

other activities, Sef is experienced in working in the following areas: Interfaith & Cross-Cultural 
Projects; Peace and Reconciliation; and with Refugee and Migrant 
communities http://www.seftownsend.co.uk/  
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Programme:  Theological Discussion Panel 

17.30-18.30 Rabbinic Panel 
A roundtable of Rabbis discuss ‘Queering Theology’ 

  
17.30-17.35 Welcome and introduction by Danny Rich: CEO of Liberal Judaism 
17.35-17.40 Introduction Professor Margaret Greenfields: Chairing the theological discussion 

roundtable. 
17.40-17.50 Rabbi Ellie Tikvah Sarah Consultant Theologian to the RR project 
17.50-18.20 Round Table Rabbinic Discussion with Rabbi Janet Darley Rabbi Mark 

Solomon; Rabbi Danny Rich; Rabbi Ellie Tikvah Sarah 
18.20-18.30 Q&A from the floor 

 

Speaker Biographies 

Rabbi Danny Rich JP BA Hons Rabbi Danny Rich was born into a 
classical English Liberal Jewish South London family. He was state 
educated at Hearnville Primary School and Sir Walter St. John’s 
Grammar School of which he became Head-boy. Following A-levels 
in German, History, and Government & Politics, Danny worked as a 
bureaucrat at the London Fire Brigade before gaining a place at 
Manchester University to read Politics and Modern History where 
he completed his undergraduate thesis on ‘The Palestinian 
Experience in Jordan : 1948-1970’. Rabbi Danny Rich was 

appointed as Liberal Judaism’s Chief Executive in November 2004. He also currently serves 
as Jewish Chaplain to Her Majesty’s Prisons, Latchmere House in Richmond, and 
Coldingley in Bisley, and to Kingston Hospital, and to Surrey Oaklands National Health 
Service (NHS) Trust. Danny is the founding Chairperson of the Dittons Branch of the Council 
of Christians & Jews, and the first Chair of the recently formed Royal Borough of Kingston 
upon Thames Inter Faith Forum 
 

 
Elizabeth Tikvah Sarah studied Sociology at the London School 
of Economics (1974-77) and Rabbinics at the Leo Baeck College 
in London (1984-89), where she received ordination and was 
awarded a distinction for her rabbinic thesis. She has been a 
pioneer in the area of lesbian and gay inclusion, initiating a 
process within Liberal Judaism, which culminated in a new policy 
on lesbian and gay individuals and relationships in 2002, and the 
creation of an anthology of ceremonies, which was published by 
Liberal Judaism to coincide with the Civil Partnership law coming 
into force in December 2005. Subsequently, in March 2006, she 

married her partner, Jess Woo (MBE in the New Year’s Honour’s List, 2012) at her 
synagogue, Brighton and Hove Progressive. Prior to her rabbinic studies she engaged in 
feminist activism, research, writing and editing. A member of Lesbian Line (1979-1982) and 
the Women’s Research and Resources Centre collective (1979-1984), she was Assistant 
Editor of Women’s Studies International Forum (1979-1984), edited Reassessments of ‘First 
Wave’ Feminism (Pergamon Press, 1982), and co-edited, Learning to Lose – Sexism and 
Education (with Dale Spender, Women’s Press, 1980) and On the Problem of Men (with 
Scarlet Friedman, Women’s Press, 1982). She was also a member of the Jewish feminist 
collective that created the Jewish feminist magazine, Shifra, in 1984. 
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 Rabbi Janet Darley is a graduate of Leo Baeck College in 
London and was ordained in July 2009. She began serving 
South London Liberal Synagogue (SLLS) as its minister in 
2008 while a final year student. Originally from Salt Lake City, 
Utah, U.S.A., Rabbi Janet moved to the UK in 1989. Before 
fulfilling a long-held dream of studying for the rabbinate, she 
was a Senior Lecturer in Economics at Kingston University 
and previously worked as an applied economist in local 
government in the United States. She has been active in a 
number of congregations both here and in the States and 

brings much knowledge and experience to her rabbinate. She is committed to the prophetic 
vision of social justice and the ethical monotheism espoused by the founders of the 
progressive Jewish movement. Rabbi Janet holds degrees in Economics, Public 
Administration and in Hebrew and Jewish Studies. She gained a distinction for her MA 
dissertation on European and American rabbinic sermons of the First World War. 
 
 

Rabbi Mark Solomon Rabbi Mark L. Solomon was born and 
brought up in Sydney, Australia, where he received a BA 
(Hons) in English. He studied for the rabbinate at the 
Lubavitcher Yeshivah Gedolah in Melbourne and Kfar Chabad 
in Israel, then came to Britain in 1988 to study at the modern-
Orthodox seminary Jews' College, in London, where he was 
ordained in 1991. He obtained an MA in Jewish Studies from 
Leo Baeck College, where he has worked since 1991 as 

Lecturer in Talmud, Rabbinics and Jewish philosophy. He served as minister of Watford 
United Synagogue (1990-92) then West Central Liberal Synagogue (1992-2000) and The 
Liberal Jewish Synagogue in St John's Wood (2000-2009). In 2009 he was appointed the 
first Interfaith Consultant for Liberal Judaism. At the same time he became part-time Rabbi 
of the Edinburgh Liberal Jewish Community (which he had visited regularly as foster-rabbi 
since 2005) and in 2010 part-time Rabbi of Manchester Liberal Jewish Community as well. 
He is Associate Chair of the Beit Din (Rabbinic Board) of Liberal Judaism, and has been a 
visiting lecturer at University College, London, and Heythrop College. With a deep 
commitment to interfaith dialogue, Rabbi Solomon is co-chair of the London Society of Jews 
and Christians and the Interfaith Alliance UK, trustee of the Ammerdown Centre and LEAT 
(London Ecumenical AIDS Trust), and co-convenor of Westminster Scriptural Reasoning. He 
is a past board member and branch chairman of the Council of Christians and Jews, for 
whom he frequently gives talks and concerts. He is a regular participant and speaker at the 
annual Jewish-Christian-Muslim conferences and Jewish-Christian Bible Week in Germany, 
and at Limmud. 
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7.30- 10pm Ritual Reconstructed Film Screening 

 

 

The world premier of the documentary Ritual Reconstructed – a series of short films produced by 
The University of Portsmouth, examining LGBTQI Jewish ritual in the UK.  

 

Introduced by the Director Searle Kochberg 

 

The screening will be followed by a Q&A with the Director and Project Team. 

 

Searle Kochberg is a maker and writer on cinema and other performing arts. He 
is currently pursuing a practical PhD at the University of Portsmouth in Auto-
ethnographic Film and Jewish London. He teaches at the same institution. His 
areas of research are film studies, directing and script (fiction and nonfiction). 
Apart from filming the Rainbow Jews interviews and producing its TV shows 
(2013), Searle has produced a significant body of film work dealing with other 
Jewish stories, including the documentaries Irene Runge: My Way (2002), 

Leaving the Table (2007) and L’Esprit de l’Escalier (2010). His most recent film production is a 
narrative experiment in animation and live action with a non-fiction “tone”, Dream Life of Debris 
(2014). 
 


